FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ALBERTZ BENDA HOSTS MINDY SOLOMON GALLERY
A CONFLUENCE OF COASTAL CREATIVITY
JULY 8 – AUGUST 5, 2022
ALBERTZ BENDA, LOS ANGELES & MINDY SOLOMON GALLERY, MIAMI
Opening Reception
Thursday, July 7 | 6-8pm

Left: Super Future Kid, Noodle Magic, 2022, Acrylic on canvas, acrylic, epoxy, EPS, 77 x 50 x 6 inches, 195.6 x 127 x 15.2 cm
Center: Adam Miller, Ultramanand. boys in Rousseaujungle, 2022, stoneware, underglaze, glaze, 14.5 x 13 x 12.5 inches, 36.8 x 33 x 31.8 cm
Right: Osamu Kobayashi, Rocket, 2021, Oil on canvas, 72 x 66 inches, 182.9 x 167.6 cm

Natalia Arbelaez | Glenn Barkley | Andrew Casto | Genevieve Cohn | Melanie Daniel | Super Future Kid | John Gill
Donté Hayes | David Hicks | Lanise Howard | Kiyoshi Kaneshiro | Jay Kvapil | Sydnie Jimenez | Ezra Johnson
Osamu Kobayashi | Caroline Larsen | Linda Lopez | Adam Miller | Brittany Mojo | Jeremy Olson | Matt Phillips
Moises Salazar | Ali Smith | Malaika Temba
LOS ANGELES, CA: Mindy Solomon is excited to announce an exhibition in collaboration with albertz benda, Los
Angeles. Drawing from the gallery roster as well as several invited artists from the Los Angeles area, Solomon has chosen
a colorful array of dynamic works that express the energy and vision of the Miami gallery.
Featuring a number of diverse voices, from the vibrant worlds of Super Future Kid’s paintings to the monochromatic,
textural surfaces of Donté Hayes’ ceramics, this exhibition draws from Solomon’s gallery roster as well as several invited
artists from the Los Angeles area. California sculptors David Hicks and Jay Kvapil, long-time artists with Mindy Solomon
Gallery, will be presented in cooperation with Diane Rosentstein Gallery. LA-based artists Adam Miller and Brittany Mojo
have produced works specifically for the exhibition.
Finding a curatorial thread among a diverse group of artists is an exciting challenge. Graphic imagery and bold stories are
the governing language. Building community with like-minded artists, gallerists and collectors is an essential element in
the ongoing growth of the gallery. As Solomon has stated: “The gallery program explores the intersection of art and
design through an ongoing dialog between two and three-dimensional objects, while embracing diasporic voices.
Building community has always been of the utmost importance”.

ABOUT ALBERTZ BENDA
Founded in 2015, albertz benda is a contemporary art gallery with an international program exploring material and
textility as well as cultural and social dialogues. Our Chelsea space is host to rotating exhibitions with an emphasis on
solo presentations of emerging artists, new research into historic figures, and thematic group exhibitions. In 2021, the
gallery expanded to a second location in Los Angeles. Featuring an evolving identity separate from our New York
program, the L.A. space is realized within the context of a domestic setting, advancing new connections between visual
arts, craft, and design.
Follow albertz benda on Instagram via @albertzbenda
ABOUT MINDY SOLOMON GALLERY
Mindy Solomon Gallery specializes in contemporary emerging and mid-career artists and art advisory services. The
gallery represents artists working in painting, sculpture, photography, and video in both narrative and non-objective
styles. Utilizing the gallery space as a platform for inventive exhibitions, museum visitations, and public lectures,
Solomon invites a sense of community and aesthetic enrichment.
Follow Mindy Solomon Gallery on Instagram via @mindysolomongallery
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